Launch of the Sustainable Development Solutions Network

SDSN Black Sea

Thessaloniki, October 25, 2018

10:30-11:00  Registration of the participants

11:00-11:30  Welcome Speeches

11:30-13:30  Monitoring SDGs in the Black Sea and in the Mediterranean Region

- Prof. Pericles A. MITKAS, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Rector
- Prof. Eden MAMUT, Ovidius University of Constanta, Secretary general of the Black Sea Universities Network – BSUN
- Assoc. Prof. Grigoris ZAROTIADIS, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Dean of the Faculty of Economic and Political Sciences
- Prof. Phoebe KOUNDOURI, Athens University of Economics and Business, Co-chair of SDSN Greece
- Prof. Nicolaos THEODOSSIOU, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Chair of SDSN Black Sea

SDGs Good Practices

- Assoc. Prof. Alexandros TRIANTAFYLLODIS, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, SUCRE – Supporting University Community pathways for Refugees-migrants
- Assis. Prof. Dimitrios KARPOUZOS, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, International postgraduate program with RUDN University of Russia
- Mr Panagiotis DAVID, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, AIESEC – Initiatives for the implementation of the SDGs

Establishing a new SDSN Node

- Prof. Jeffrey SACHS, Columbia University, Director of SDSN Global

13:30-14:00  Discussion